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EPR imaging with modulated field gradient was applied for
the investigation of fast diffusion processes. Three different imag-
ing methods are possible: spectral–temporal, spatio–temporal, and
spectral–spatial imaging. The time resolution is on the order of
seconds and the spatial resolution is in the micrometer region. The
efficiency of this imaging technique is demonstrated for the penetra-
tion of the spin probe Tempol in the skin of hairless mice biopsies.
The skin is normally protected against the penetration of water
soluble substances by the horny layer, a resistive thin lipophilic
layer. Overcoming this horny layer for water soluble ingredients
is one of the main practical problems for the topical application
of pharmaceutics which could be investigated by EPR imaging.
Different images represent the penetration behavior of the water
soluble Tempol in the skin after treatment with the penetration en-
hancer DMSO (Dimethylsulfoxide) and after removing the horny
layer. C© 2002 Elsevier Science

Key Words: EPR imaging; modulated field gradient; diffusion
process; penetration enhancement.
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INTRODUCTION

The study of diffusion processes especially in biology a
medicine is often related to time dependencies on the ord
minutes or seconds. The application of spectral–spatial E
(1, 2) can give information about the micro- and macromo
cular environment of the sample using paramagnetic spin pro
The spatial tomogram gives information about the macrom
cular structure of the sample and the EPR spectrum give
formation about the micromolecular structure caused by
mobility of the spin probe. Spectral–spatial imaging is a w
known method for measuring diffusion profiles. Two metho
of spectral–spatial imaging exist up to now. The first freque
used method requires, for the generation of a 2D spectral–sp
image, a sequence of scans measured with numerous field
dients, normally 32 or 64 different gradient values. The im
reconstruction can be performed only after the last scan.
recording time of such 2D spectral–spatial images requires a
7 to 30 minutes (3–7), which is too long for measuring consec
tive images reflecting an acceptable diffusion profile. There
the investigation of fast diffusion processes using this metho
61090-7807/02 $35.00
C© 2002 Elsevier Science
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not possible. Time dependent diffusion processes were mea
by Ohnoet al. (8) on irradiated polymers with time intervals o
4, 120, and 700 h. Schlicket al. (9) measured diffusion processe
of Tempol in hydrogels with time intervals from 1.4 to 31 h.

The second method uses a modulated field gradient (10).
Together with a simultaneous superimposed field scan, a ro
localized spectra are measured by shifting the local plane (
plane of the modulated field gradient) and a spectral-spatia
age is measured. This method is called Modulated Gradient
Simultaneous Superimposed Field Scan (MOSS) (11, 12). Using
this method, numerous diffusion profiles of spin probes in s
biopsies were measured by Fuchset al. (13–15). The acquisition
time for the 2D images was between 2 and 4 minutes for a 64×64
image matrix and a 128×128 matrix, respectively. M¨aderet al.
(16) used this method for measuring the diffusion of water
polymers containing a homogenous distribution of Tempol. T
observed diffusion time varied between 1 and 120 h. Using
modulated field gradient Paliet al. (17) measured the lipid latera
diffusion of spin-labeled stearic acid in oriented and unorien
dimyristoyl phophatidylcholine multilayers and represente
in a 2D distribution image.

The use of EPR imaging for studying fast diffusion proces
could increase the application of this method also for biolo
cal samples. The skin appears to be an attractive and effe
approach for such measurements because of the importan
this organ system and its accessibility. The skin is an ideal
ject for EPR imaging because it is a biological organ with o
one dimension which is interesting for diffusion and pene
tion processes. This dimension is the thickness of the skin.
thickness is smaller than 1 mm and the measurement of
skin biopsies is conveniently possible in a normal X-band re
angular H102 cavity using a tissue cell. The penetration behav
of active ingredients in skin formulations has a relevant
portance for pharmacology and cosmetics. EPR imaging
method which was often used for the measurement of pen
tion profiles in organic and inorganic media. Several researc
(18–25) have measured the penetration profile of spin pro
and labeled liposomes in skin biopsies by EPR tomogra
The results of these measurements were 1D diffusion profile
the skin.
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EPR IMAGING OF DI

Transport properties of water-soluble low-molecular-wei
compounds in the skin play an important role as ingredient
medical and also in cosmetic industry applications. The diffus
of substances into the skin is restricted by the horny layer of
skin (stratum corneum) consisting in a lipid rich layer from k
atinocytes separated by intracellular lipids which are structu
into multilamellar bilayers (26, 27). The physical and chemica
properties of these lipids are thought to be of major importa
in maintaining the barrier function of the skin. It is widely a
cepted that the permeability of the skin is controlled mainly
passive diffusion through the stratum corneum, the upperm
nonviable layer of the epidermis.

Using the skin model the versatility of the modulated fie
gradient technique should be demonstrated for kinetic meas
ments on membranes. The MOSS technique (11, 12) offers three
possibilities for the measurement of diffusion processes in m
branes which result in three different 2D images:

1. Localized spectral–temporal images IM(B, t)ro represent a
stack plot of EPR spectra of the region of interest, recorde
different time. These images can provide information about t
dependent intensity and spectral changes in an observed
ro which is characterized by the zero plane of the modula
field gradient.

2. Timed spectral–spatial images IM(B, r )to are measured
during a time interval1t which is determined by the collec
tion time and a completion timeto. The collection time for 2D
spectral–spatial images is normally on the order of some m
utes which is too long for the investigation of fast diffusio
processes. But these images supply both a distribution profi
the spin probe and the spectral distribution of the diffusan
the different planes of the sample.

3. Field fixed spatio–temporal images IM(r , t)Bo give time
dependent spatial information of the diffusion process provi
that the line shape of the paramagnetic center remains
changed.

By the application of these three imaging procedures it sho
be possible to describe fast diffusion processes in different s
ples like for instance in the skin.

EXPERIMENTAL

The main objective of this study was the exploration of
potential of the 2D MOSS EPRI as a method for measuring
diffusion kinetics. As a model sample we used the skin whic
characterized by different layers with different diffusion pro
erties. The skin reacts like a membrane which protects the b
against external hazards. The main barrier especially for
drophilic substances is the upper layer, the horny layer (stra
corneum). So we have tested the diffusion behavior of the w
solved spin probe Tempol.

The diffusion characteristic of Tempol in the skin was dem

strated for the untreated and treated skin. Because the horny
is the main barrier for diffusion we have tried to influence th
FUSION PROCESSES 7
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upper layer. The horny layer was changed in a chemical a
physical way. The chemical treatment of the horny layer was
formed with the known penetration enhancer DMSO (Dimeth
sulfoxide) (28, 29). The physical influence on the horny lay
was characterized by removing this layer with tape stripp
which is also a known method for removing the horny lay
from the skin.

Materials

All chemicals like 4-Hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-pipe
idine-1-oxyl (Tempol), Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), and N
ethyl-maleimide (NEM) were purchased from Sigma (Munic

Euthymic, hairless mice (SKH1) were purchased fr
Charles River Wiga GmbH (Sulzfeld) After sacrificing the a
imals, 6-mm punch biopsies were cut from the back of
animals. The total thickness of the skin varied between 400
600µm depending on the age of the animals (15–24weeks).
Epidermal thickness at the back of the animals was about 30µm
and the thickness of the horny layer was about 10µm. For the
treated samples, 10 min before cutting the biopsy the bac
the mouse was treated with a DMSO solution (30% DM
in water) or the horny layer was removed by the tape st
ping method. Tape stripping is a frequently used method
the fields of skin pharmacology and stratum corneum (ho
layer) research. By applying and removing adhesive tapes
the skin it is possible to subsequently remove the stra
corneum layer by layer from the underlying epidermis. Sa
ples of the murine stratum corneum were obtained by tape s
ping the skin with pieces of adhesive tape (Supreme Bra
Sekisui TA, Garden Grove, CA). The horny layer was stripp
10 times.

To prevent a rapid nitroxide reduction caused by the viabi
of the skin, all biopsies were stored for 10 min in a 50-mM so
tion of NEM. NEM readily penetrates into skin and reacts w
protein and non protein thiol groups thereby blocking nitrox
reducing activity in epidermis and dermis.

Imaging System

The imaging system consists of an X-band EPR spectrom
ERS 221 (ZWG) and an accessory unit for EPR tomogra
ZZG 1 (ZWG) and is represented schematically in Fig. 1. T
experimental arrangement was fully described in (15). The spec-
trometer and tomography settings are noted in Table 1. Con
to in vivo EPR spectroscopy on human forearm (15, 32) which
was performed at lower S-band (3 GHz) microwave freque
EPR imaging of skin requires a higher sensitivity which is giv
by X-band (9.5 GHz) microwave frequency and using a rec
gular H102cavity with a special tissue cell. The penetration de
of microwave frequencies of the X-band range isδ < 0.5 mm in
aqueous biological samples which is sufficient for skin biops
of hairless mice.
layer
is

The spatial scanning directionr and the magnetic field gradi-
ent gradrB are oriented parallel to thezaxis (axis of theBo-field).
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ESR SPECTROMETER
ERS 231

COMPUTER

TOMOGRAPHY UNIT
ZZG1

N S

Im1 ; I=1

Im2 ; I=2

cavity
H102

fn I Bn

f0 I Pf

B0

gradient coils

modulation coils
spatial scanning:   gradr B

       scanr

          fm

          tr

spectral sweeping:   ∆B
          ts

Im1 ; Im2

I=1 ; I=2

ts

FIG. 1. The experimental arrangement for EPR imaging consists of a modified X-band (f0 = 9.5 GHz) EPR spectrometer ERS 231 (ZWG-Berlin) includin
an electromagnet with a wide pole gap of 100 mm. The data recording for image reconstruction and the controlling of the imaging process is perfo
computer which is connected to the EPR spectrometer and the tomography unit ZZG1 (ZWG-Berlin). The data of the spatial scanning like the field
gradrB, the spatial scansr , the scan timetr, and the modulation frequency of the field gradientfm were fed into the computer to calculate the amplitudes of t
alternating currentI andI for the two gradient coils. The spectral sweeping is characterized by the field sweep1B and the sweep timet which results in the
m1 m2 B

superimposed direct currentsI=1 = I=2 for the two gradient coils. The detailed experimental data are given in Table 1.
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The surface of the skin biopsy has to be oriented perpendic
to thez axis. This orientation enables the measurement of
penetration of the spin probe into the skin. For most pract
applications only one direction of penetration is of interest: fro
the upper horny layer to the lower dermis.

The cover plate of the tissue cell contains a cylindrical c
ity with a diameter of 4 mm and a depth of 0.5 mm fille
with a microemulsion containing the spin probe Tempol in
final concentration of 1 mM. The spin probe was dissolved
a microemulsion consisting of 17.25% Tween 80, 5.175%
decanol, 5.175% cera perliquida, 22.4% propylenglycol, a
50% water. The microemulsion is a pharmaceutical carrier s
tem consisting of hydrophilic and hydrophobic components a
a surfactant to decrease the surface tension of the hydro
bic component. To prevent line broadening effects of the s
probe reservoir we chose low spin probe concentrations.
mediately after connecting the basis plate, which contains
skin biopsy, with the cover plate the tissue cell was fixed

the microwave cavity and the first measurement was star
after 1 min exactly. A correct mounting of the tissue cell wa
lar
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achieved if a maximum signal amplitude was seen on the scr
of the spectrometer. The sample configuration with the orie
tation of the skin biopsy and the spin probe reservoir is sho
in Fig. 2.

Measurement

All measurements of EPR imaging were performed by u
ing the second derivative of the spectrum. For the conventio
EPR spectroscopy the signal intensity of the second deriva
is smaller than for the first derivative. Using the modulated fie
gradient method the spatial resolution of the images is higher
the second derivative (11) and a smaller field gradient is neces
sary to get the same spatial resolution like for the first derivati
The smaller signal intensity of the second derivative is compe
sated by a higher spatial resolution. This given fact is obviou
if we compare the signal intensityA (30, 31) with the spatial
resolution1r (10) of the first1( ) and second derivative2( ) of a
Lorentzian line:

ted
s 1A/2A = 1.0/0.7= 1.4; 11r/21r = 0.66/0.46= 1.4.
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EPR IMAGING OF DIF

TABLE 1
Settings of the EPR Spectrometer ERS 221 and the Imaging

Unit ZZG1

Spectrometer Settings

Magnetic field B0 = 0.33 T
Microwave frequency f0 = 9.5 GHz (X-band)
Microwave power Pfo = 50 mW
Modulation frequency fn = 50 kHz

(second derivative)
Modulation amplitude Bn = 0.15 mT
Time constant τ = 20 ms

Tomography Settings
Field gradient gradrB = 5.2 T/m
Gradient direction z (parallel toB0)
Modulation frequency fm = 70 Hz (180 Hz)

(cosine)
Spatial scan r = 3.0 mm
Scan time tr = 4 s
Spectral sweep 1B = 10 mT
Sweep time tB = 4 s
Image matrix 128× 128 points
Spatial resolution (theoretical) 1rc = 0.81Bpp/gradrB (Lorentzian line)
Achieved resolution for1Bpp = 0.12 mT

gradrB = 5.2 T/m
1rc = 23µm
Point resolution 1p = r/128 points= 3.0 mm/128

ter 4 mm)
= 23µm

quartz basis plate containing the skin

quartz cover plate containing the reservoir (nitroxide)

skin
dermis
horny layer + epidermis

TEMPOL

diffusion gradient

r [mm]1 2 3

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the sample configuration consisting of two quartz plates with a recess for the skin biopsy and a reservoir (diame

gradrB=0.8·0.15 mT/23.4µm=0.12mT/23.4µm=5.13 T/m.
for the spin probe Tempol. The tissue cell with the skin biopsy (diameter
rectangular H102 cavity. The scanning orientationr is running in thez direction.
FUSION PROCESSES 9

Comparing the spatial resolutions of the MOSS technique21rc

(cosine modulation) and the method using a series of differ
stationary field gradients1rs we get

1rs/
21rc = 1.0/0.46= 2.17.

This ratio means a twofold higher spatial resolution for t
MOSS imaging technique assuming the same maxim
field gradient for both methods. Of course this higher spa
resolution is combined with a lower signal intensity of th
MOSS images.

For the measurement of the MOSS images we chose a m
netic field gradient which was determined by the spatial sc
sr = 3000µm and the number of the pixel points of the imag
matrix n2

p = 128× 128. The number ofnp = 128 pixel for a
spatial scan allows the measurement of a point resolution:

1p = sr/np = 3000µm/128 points= 23.4 µm.

The realization of this point resolution needs a field gradien

gradrB= 0.461B1/2/
21rc= 0.46

√
31Bpp/

21rc with

1p = 21rc and 1Bpp = 0.15 mT follows
6 mm) is oriented perpendicular to thez axis (direction of the magnetic field) in a
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FIG. 3. (a) Localized 2D spectral–temporal image IM(B, t)ro measured in a zero-plane atro of the lower dermis during a period of 512 s with a time interv
of 4 s between two successive spectra. A spectral scan range of 10 mT was used for a magnetic midfield ofB0 = 330 mT. The surface of the skin was constantly
contact with the spin probe Tempol (1 mM) mixed in a microemulsion and contained in the reservoir of the tissue cell. (b) 1D temporal image IM(t)Bo,ro of Fig. 3a
which corresponds to the magnitude of the midfield peak versus time for a period of 512 s. No penetration of Tempol in the lower dermis can be seend
2D spectral–spatial image IM(B, r )to of the skin biopsy measured after the spectral–temporal image in Fig. 3b. Thus, the total time interval was 1024 s. A
the spin probe Tempol is applied on the skin surface by the spin probe reservoir for the whole measuring time, no penetration of Tempol in the skin coue seen.

The spin probe is only contained in the reservoir. (d) 1D spatial image IM(r )Bo,to representing the midfield peak versus the spatial axisr and confirming the fact

n
e
hi

tim
in

atial

st
uld
that Tempol is completely contained in the reservoir.

The recording time for a 1D scan and a 2D image depe
on the modulation frequencyfm of the field gradient and th
corresponding time constant of the signal low pass filter w
must fulfill the following condition:τ ≥ 1/2 fm. Using a modu-
lation frequencyfm= 70 Hz, the time constantτ must be≥1/
140 Hz= 7 ms. We have chose for these experiments a
constant ofτ = 20 ms. This time constant results in a record

time tp for one spectral or spatial scan withnp= 128 pixel,
which amounts totp≥ τ np= 0.02 s· 128= 2.56 s. A scan time
ds

ch

e
g

of tp= 4 s was adjusted for a spectral scan of 10 mT and a sp
scan of 3 mm. Corresponding to a 2D image matrix (128×128)
a recording time oftd= 512 s was necessary. The highe
modulation frequency of our experimental arrangement co
be fm = 180 Hz, which would result in a recording time of

td = 1/2 fm · n2
p = 1/180 Hz· (128)2 = 91 s
for a 2D image.
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FIG. 4. (a) Localized 2D spectral–temporal image IM(B, t)ro measured in a plane of the lower dermis over a period of 512 s after a chemical treatmen
DMSO (30%) for 10 min. Tempol (1 mM) was contained in the reservoir of the tissue cell. The spectral range varied over 10 mT for a midfieldB0= 330 mT.
(b) Localized 1D temporal image IM(t)Bo,ro of Fig. 4a measured at the midfield peakB0 over a period of 512 s. (c) Timed 2D spectral–spatial image IM(B, r )to of
the skin biopsy measured after the same period as in Fig. 3c. As can be clearly seen, Tempol has penetrated into the skin. (d) 1D spatial image IM(r )Bo,to representing
the magnitude of the midfield peak atB0 versus the spatial axiszwhich confirms the fact that Tempol has penetrated into the skin and is enriched in the lower de
(e) Field fixed 2D spatio–temporal image IM(r , t)Bo representing the penetration of Tempol into the skin by a sequence of 128 1D profiles measured at regu
intervals of 4 s. The higher signal intensity as compared with other measurements is caused by a higher Tempol concentration of 3 mM in the reservoir. (f) 1D spatial
image IM(r ) of the distribution of Tempol in the skin corresponding to the 15th 1D profile of the 2D image of Fig. 4e representing a distinct enrichm
Bo,to

Tempol in the lower dermis. The spatial profile was measured 116 s after contacting the skin with the Tempol reservoir (60 s preparation time+ 56 s measuring time).
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FIG. 5. (a) Localized 2D spectral–temporal image IM(B, t)ro measured in a plane of the lower dermis after removing the horny layer by tape stripping.
skin was permanently treated with an emulsion containing the spin probe Tempol (1 mM) in the tissue cell reservoir. One hundred twenty-eight speere
measured over a spectral range of 10 mT with a midfield ofB0= 330 mT. The 2D image was measured over a time period of 512 s. (b) Localized 1D temp
image IM(t)Bo,ro of the midfieldB0= 330 mT of Fig. 5a represents the strong intensity increase in the lower dermis versus a time period of 512 s. (c) Tim
spectral–spatial image IM(B, r )to of the whole skin biopsy measured after a time period of 512 s (measuring time of the spectral–temporal image). The pen
of Tempol in the skin is clearly seen. One hundred twenty-eight spectra were measured over a spectral range of 10 mT with a mid field ofB0= 330 mT within
a time period of 512 s. (d) 1D spatial image IM(r )Bo,to represents the spatial distribution of Tempol in the skin (spatial range of 3 mm) which was measu
the midfieldB0= 330 mT of Fig. 5c. The increase of Tempol in the skin is correlated with a clear decrease in the reservoir. (e) Field fixed 2D spatio–t
image IM(r , t)Bo consisting of 128 spatial profiles measured in a time period of 512 s that clearly shows the penetration of Tempol in the skin after strip
horny layer. To enhance the sensitivity the concentration of Tempol was increased up to 3 mM. The image shows clearly the decrease of Tempol in thvoir
and its increase in the lower dermis. Already the first spatial profile shows a distinct peak of Tempol in the lower dermis, which supports the effectiveness of the
horny layer as a penetration barrier. (f) 1D spatial profile IM(r )Bo,to of Tempol in the skin which corresponds to the 15th spatial distribution of Fig. 5e. The sp

profile was measured 116 s after contacting the skin with the Tempol reservoir (60 s preparation time+ 56 s measuring time). A distinct enrichment of Tempol in
the dermis is seen.

12
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RESULTS

Using MOSS imaging, two techniques are available for
detection of fast diffusion processes. With spectral–temp
imaging we measured the appearance of the spin probe Te
in a lower skin layer to see if and when it overcomes the
per skin barrier, the horny layer. With a time resolution of 4
128 spectra at the lower dermis were measured. The 2D spec
temporal image IM(B, t)ro of the lower dermis in Fig. 3a show
no appearance of Tempol in this layer over a time interva
512 s. To confirm this fact the cross section through Fig. 3a m
sured at the midfield peak versus time is represented in Fig
All represented spectra are normalized to the maximum sig
intensity. Both, the 2D image and the 1D cross section show
after the time interval of the measurement of 512 s and a s
ple preparation time of 60 s no Tempol could reach the low
dermis layer. An overview of the spatial distribution of Temp
in the sample arrangement after that time is shown in Fig.
which demonstrates clearly that Tempol is only situated in
reservoir. A cross section through Fig. 3c represents the am
tude of the midfield peak versus the spatial axis in Fig. 3d. T
image confirms the fact that Tempol is only contained in
reservoir. No penetration into the skin could be measured o
the observed time interval of the measurement of the two
images, which was 1024 s.

An improvement of the penetration of Tempol can be se
after the chemical treatment of the skin with the penetrat
enhancer DMSO. The 2D image in Fig. 4a and the 1D ima
in Fig. 4b show that Tempol appears immediately during
first measurement in the lower dermis. The first measurem
is delayed by 60 s from the first contact between the reser
of Tempol and the surface of the skin which was necessary
assembling the tissue cell and mounting it in the cavity. T
spatial and spectral distributions of Tempol in the reservoir a
the skin are seen in Fig. 4c. The cross section through Fig
is represented in Fig. 4d. It shows the intensity of the midfi
peak versus the spatial axis and demonstrates that Tempol
etrated into the skin. It seems that Tempol is enriched in the
mis, contrary to the horny layer and the epidermis. This re
seems to be correct because the water content of the epiderm
very low (about 10–20%), contrary to the dermis which is ab
70–80%.

The third possibility of the MOSS imaging technique is t
measurement of the spatio–temporal images IM(r , t)Bo and was
performed with a higher Tempol concentration of 3 mM in t
reservoir of the tissue cell.

One hundred twenty-eight spatial distributions IM(r )t,Bo of
the midfield peak atBo were measured in a time interval o
512 s, which means every 4 s a newspatial distribution was
measured. The 128 1D profiles are represented in the sp
temporal 2D image IM(r , t)Bo in Fig. 4e, which demonstrate
the time dependent increase of Tempol in the dermis with a t

resolution of 4 s between two measurements. The 1D profile
the 15th measurement, which corresponds to a treatment tim
USION PROCESSES 13
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2 min (inclusive the preparation time of 60 s) of Tempol on t
skin, is seen in Fig. 4f. The 2D image and the 1D profile confi
again the fact that Tempol is enriched in the dermis. It is seen
influencing the horny layer by a chemical penetration enhan
like DMSO can result in an immediate increase of Tempol
the dermis.

The mechanical removal of the horny layer by stripping sho
result in a drastically increased penetration of Tempol in
the skin. Figure 5a represents the 2D spectral–temporal im
IM(B, t)ro measured in the plane of the lower dermis. A stro
increase of Tempol as a function of time is clearly visible. T
increase, which corresponds to a linear function, can be see
Fig. 5b, which represents the cross section through Fig. 5a sh
ing the intensity of the midfield peak versus time with a tim
resolution of 4 s. The increase is higher compared to the p
etration profile in Fig. 4b. A 1-mM Tempol concentration wa
used for the microemulsion in the reservoir for both measu
ments. The spectral–spatial measurement of the whole sp
distribution of Tempol in the skin was performed on the sa
experimental arrangement including the time delay of 512 s
the measurement of the 2D image IM(B, t)ro and the preparation
time of 60 s. The 2D spectral–spatial image is seen in Fig.
and the 1D spatial profile, which corresponds to the cross s
tion through Fig. 5c showing the intensity of the midfield pe
versus the spatialr axis, is seen in Fig. 5d.

The enrichment of Tempol in the dermis and a correspond
decrease in the reservoir could be distinctly shown in a furt
measurement using a Tempol concentration of 3 mM. The
spatio–temporal image IM(r , t)Bo in Fig. 5e shows an appearanc
of Tempol already for the first spatial profile. This image demo
strates that after removing the horny layer Tempol can penet
immediately in the deeper layer of the skin. For analyzing
difference between the chemical and physical treatment of
skin the spatial distribution of the 15th measurement is rep
sented in Fig. 5f. The comparison between Figs. 4f and 5f sh
clearly a higher enrichment of Tempol in the dermis after rem
ing the horny layer. This higher enrichment is correlated wit
lower concentration of Tempol in the reservoir.

CONCLUSION

The images presented demonstrate the versatility of
MOSS imaging technique for the investigation of diffusion pr
cesses. Three different methods result in three different ima
which describe the diffusion process. The penetration of an aq
ous solution of Tempol into the skin was used as the objec
demonstration. The skin is a very differentiated model cons
ing of different layers with different penetration and solubili
properties for the spin probe Tempol. The barrier function of
horny layer which works like a membrane and the affinity of t
dermis for the Tempol solution could be confirmed very clear
An applied spatial resolution of1z = 23 µm is too small for

of
e of
a spatial resolution of the horny layer with a thickness of about
10µm. But the effect of this thin layer is clearly visible.
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The penetration measurements of a spin probe in the skin
the MOSS imaging technique have shown the practical ap
cation of the three different methods of the modulated grad
inclusive the rapid field scan. The penetration of water so
ble substances into the skin is of great importance espec
for the pharmaceutical research. The modulated field grad
technique seems a proper way for such fast diffusion meas
ments which proceed in the order of some seconds. In compa
the MOSS imaging technique with the normally used spect
spatial imaging technique with gradient variation, some adv
tages like higher spatial resolution, higher time resolution,
higher versatility combined with the localized spectroscopy
obvious.
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